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Hypothesis:    Does Muravjovsky Wild Animals  Park have a great
                        importance  for saving  the environment?
 
Aim:               To pay attention to the meaning of nature parks 
                      for  keeping the plant  and  animal world safe.
 
Tasks:            1. To learn the opportunities of nature parks in 
                         defending the plant and animal world.
                     2. To investigate the  activities of the park.              
                     3. To make a conclusion of the topic.



It’s a beautiful place because 
there are about 500 kinds of 

plants here. 



Birches, oaks and pines



Hills of rhododendron, fields of irises, lilies 
and other wildflowers are spread everywhere 

in the park .



There are 200 spesies of different birds, 
20 endangered birds, among them: stores, 

cranes and many others. 
 



Beautiful cranes are the main 
richness of the park. There 
are 15 kinds of them there.



Stores and cranes are passage birds. 
In winter they are in China, Japan 

and Korea. 



Birds’ nests



The park initiates different programs. 
They restored the population of 

swan-goose .



Keepers care about the birds, they feed and 
watch them, learn their associations and 
defend them, improve the living-places. 



Scientists from Asia, Europe and 
America come here every year to 
watch and study rare birds.



It’s better  for birds to live in the 
Wild Animals Park.



The park passes many festivals.                              



School-children from all over Amur 
Region participate in drawing 

competitions.



Every summer many schoolchildren from Amur 
Region and other regions of the Far East, China 

and the USA spend time there, taking part in 
the ecology-linguistic camp.



They study nature, learn how to help animals and 
plants, how to behave correctly in forests, discussing 

the problem of cranes preservation and their 
inhabiting places. And, of course, they practice 

speaking English, Chinese and Russian.



Every year fires destroy large areas of 
the park, damaging plant and animal 

world.



  Muravjovsky Wild Animals 
Park does an active work in 
defending birds, improving 
the living-places, restoring 
the populations, ecological 
education of children, 
paying attention of society 
to the plant and animal 
world problems, improving 
of international 
communication.



Let’s keep and care 
Muravjovsky Wild 

Animals Park!


